Emphasis in Psychology

Here is a snapshot of what you will learn if your emphasis is in Psychology:

• Behaviors in a variety of perspectives
• Psychological principles to human behavior in the workplace
• Career Counseling Interview and Assessment Techniques
• Examine behavior and mental processes in an effort to serve human welfare.
• Address the relationship between our underlying physiological systems and behavior, such as neural communication, the anatomy of the nervous system, and the biological bases of sleep, reproductive behavior, stress, learning and memory, and mental disorders.

Emphasis in Criminal Justice

Here is a snapshot of what you will learn if your emphasis is in Criminal Justice:

• Appreciation for police organizations
• Methods and Regulations for police investigation and arrest
• Historical, theoretical, and technological aspects of an investigation
• Historical or philosophical backgrounds of corrections with special emphasis placed on the role of corrections in the criminal justice system
• Critical thinking regarding ethical issues that you may encounter in the criminal justice profession

Contact KSU-Paulding Administrative Office

Phone: (678) 946-1099
Email: dlemelle@kennesaw.edu
Web: www.Paulding.kennesaw.edu

KSU 2+2
A Combination Just For You!

Kennesaw State University
Paulding

2+2 Integrative Studies

EARN YOUR BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INTEGRATIVE STUDIES

25 Courthouse Square
Dallas, Georgia 30132
Kennesaw State University

Leadership Studies

Through theory and practical experience, the Leadership Studies Program is designed to prepare you for the dynamics of leading diverse groups and teams, engage and empower others, respond to situational leadership opportunities, and acknowledge the power of trust and ethical leadership practices. The certificate in Leadership Studies consists of five upper level LDRS 3000 or 4000 leadership courses (four are required; one is an elective). With a multidisciplinary focus the courses offer students opportunities to develop, strengthen and use their leadership abilities.

In order for you to be awarded a KSU Leadership Studies certificate you must have and maintain an adjusted 2.5 minimum GPA. Additionally, all LDRS courses require a grade of "B" or better.

Internship Course 3398

The 6 or 9 semester hour course will be a structured 20 or 30 hour per week off-campus experience in a supervised setting that is chosen in relation to your career interests. Practical experience is combined with a research approach that investigates issues relevant to the internship.

Bachelor of Science in Integrative Studies

The Integrative Studies Program (INTS) is a unique combination of courses from various academic areas, which consist of Leadership, Criminal Justice, and Psychology that will be offered at the Paulding Campus. Along with these courses, if qualified, you will have the opportunity to obtain a Leadership Studies academic certificate, with an emphasis in Psychology, or Criminology, or both. You will work with an advisor to customize a plan to achieve your academic and career goals while working towards a Bachelor of Science degree. You will also perform an internship that will be related to your career interests.

Choose the Track that's Right for You:

Specialized Studies Track:
(2.5 GPA required for admission)
This track allows you to select an emphasis in Criminal Justice or an emphasis in Psychology and possibly complete the Leadership Studies Academic Certificate (if you successfully meet the certificate criteria). Program total will consist of 123 credit hours.

General Studies Track:
(2.0 GPA required for admission)
This track will consist of two areas of emphasis in Psychology and Criminal Justice along with taking leadership courses. Program total will consist of 123 credit hours.

What is 2+2?

KSU at Paulding is looking for students that will have their AS degree in General Studies, Criminal Justice, or Psychology to become a part of KSU Paulding’s new 2+2 Program in Integrative Studies. You can use your AS degree to earn a BS degree from KSU at the Paulding site in Integrative Studies.

What is 2+2? You first complete your Associates Degree requirements from GHC (that's the first "2"), and then you begin to work on the second "2" by taking all of your KSU courses at the Paulding Site.

SAVINGS—money, time, and patience - By attending KSU Paulding, you will save between $600 and $800 per semester. You will experience smaller class sizes, a cohort model for your classes, and much easier parking!